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1.

1. Your contact details
First name

Tony

Last name

Mackie

Organisation (if responding on behalf of an organisation)

Painting

3. Please indicate who you represent:

Business or occupational licence holder

4. Which business or occupational licence(s) do you hold or are you affected by?

Painting and Decorating

5. How do these business or occupational licences affect you and what suggestions do you have to
improve them?

This Licencing system allows Unlicensed Painters to wrought the system by operating under the revised 
Threshold of $1000 WITH NO registration and paying no Fees whatsoever and not respondent to any of the
Licence rules and regulations . That registered painters are required to under the current ACT , It seems to
me that every body should be registered with a threshold of "O" 
I do not know of any other Trade Licence that favers some people , giving them an Monetary Advantage 
Over others ,

6. Are there aspects of the business and occupational licensing arrangements that affect you that are
working well?

The whole aspect of the Painters Registration has not worked for those who are paying a Fee and abiding 
by the Licence rules, But is working very nicely for for those who choose not to register and pay Nothing.

7. Do you have any other comments?

Yes work with the Master painters and develop a system that would work for all after all They are the
Experts in this Field 
This commission Has very little resources to Police the ACT with no Money and no Experience they just
seem to STUMBLE there way Though and if it gets to HARD it just does not Happen i do not think that any 
Body would be HAPPY with whats in place at the moment .
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